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Abstract

Semi-supervised learning is a promising001
way to reduce the annotation cost for text-002
classification. Combining with pre-trained003
language models (PLMs), e.g., BERT, recent004
semi-supervised learning methods achieved im-005
pressive performance. In this work, we fur-006
ther investigate the marriage between semi-007
supervised learning and a pre-trained language008
model. Unlike existing approaches that utilize009
PLMs only for model parameter initialization,010
we explore the inherent topic matching capabil-011
ity inside PLMs for building a more powerful012
semi-supervised learning approach. Specifi-013
cally, we propose a joint semi-supervised learn-014
ing process that can progressively build a stan-015
dard K-way classifier and a matching network016
for the input text and the Class Semantic Rep-017
resentation (CSR). The CSR will be initialized018
from the given labeled sentences and progres-019
sively updated through the training process.020
By means of extensive experiments, we show021
that our method can not only bring remarkable022
improvement to baselines, but also overall be023
more stable, and achieves state-of-the-art per-024
formance in semi-supervised text classification.025

1 Introduction026

Text classification is a fundamental task in natural027

language processing (NLP) and underpins various028

applications, e.g., spam detection (Jindal and Liu,029

2007), sentiment analysis (Pang et al., 2002) and030

text summarization (Gambhir and Gupta, 2017).031

Supervised training of text classifiers often de-032

mands a large amount of annotation, which can be033

expensive for many applications. Semi-supervised034

learning (SSL) provides an economical way for al-035

leviating this burden since it can make use of easy-036

accessible unlabeled samples to build a reasonably037

performed classifier with a limited amount of la-038

beled data. Recently, SSL received increasing at-039

tention in both image classification (Tarvainen and040

Valpola, 2017; Berthelot et al., 2019b; Sohn et al.,041

2020) and text classification (Xie et al., 2019b; 042

Chen et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021) areas. 043

Meanwhile, pre-trained language models 044

(PLMs) (Yang et al., 2019a; Devlin et al., 2019; 045

Radford et al., 2019) are developing rapidly and 046

achieve impressive performance in various NLP 047

tasks (Sun et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020) including 048

text classification (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 049

2020). In the context of semi-supervised text 050

classification, many existing methods achieve 051

excellent performance by directly using a PLM 052

as a sentence encoder and further fine-tuning it 053

with a semi-supervised learning process (Xie et al., 054

2019b; Chen et al., 2020; Bhattacharjee et al., 055

2020; Sun et al., 2020). 056

In this paper, we further explore the usage of 057

PLMs for SSL. We go beyond the strategy of us- 058

ing PLMs for encoder initialization and make full 059

use of inner knowledge of PLMs. Concretely, we 060

identify that some PLMs, e.g., BERT, have an in- 061

herent matching capability between sentence and 062

class-related words thanks to its pre-training pretext 063

task (Devlin et al., 2019) (as the examples shown 064

in Fig. 1). We further propose to strengthen this ca- 065

pability through SSL on labeled and unlabeled data. 066

Specifically, we develop a joint training process to 067

update three components progressively, that is, a 068

classifier that performs the standard K-way clas- 069

sification, a class semantic representation (CSR) 070

that represents the semantic of each category, and 071

a matching classifier that matches the input sen- 072

tence against the CSR. Those three components 073

can help each other during the training process, i.e., 074

the K-way classifier will receive more accurate 075

pseudo-labels by jointly generating pseudo-labels 076

with the matching classifier; the matching classifier 077

will also upgrade its matching capability with the 078

guidance of the K-way classifier. The CSR will 079

become more accurate and comprehensive with the 080

improvement of the K-way classifier and matching 081

classifier. This joint process leads to a more pow- 082
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(a) Sentence example on class “family”

(b) Sentence example on class “sports”

Figure 1: Visualization of the inherent matching capability of BERT on examples from Yahoo! Answers. We append
class semantic-related words (CSW) of all classes at the end of input sentence . Different colors denote different
classes. The color on each token of input sentence represents the category of its most attended CSW (with color
brightness indicating the attention value, please see Sec.3 for more details). The histograms on the right demonstrate
the cosine similarity between the average features of sentence and features of each CSW.

erful semi-supervised learning algorithm for the083

text classification task. Throughout our experimen-084

tal evaluation, we demonstrate that the proposed085

method achieves the state-of-the-art performance086

on text data, especially when the number of labeled087

sentences becomes extremely low, i.e., 3 or 5.088

2 Related work089

In this section, we briefly review the relevant re-090

search works.091

2.1 General Semi-Supervised Learning092

Semi-supervised learning is a longstanding re-093

search topic in machine learning. Existing meth-094

ods adopt different ways of utilizing unlabeled095

samples, e.g., “transductive” models (Joachims,096

2003; Gammerman et al., 2013), multi-view style097

approaches (Blum and Mitchell, 1998; Zhou098

and Li, 2005) and generative model-based meth-099

ods (Kingma et al., 2014; Springenberg, 2016).100

With the renaissance of the deep neural net-101

work, consistency-regularization-based deep SSL102

approaches (Laine and Aila, 2017; Tarvainen and 103

Valpola, 2017; Miyato et al., 2018) have achieved 104

impressive performance on various tasks, and our 105

work largely builds upon the method in this cate- 106

gory. The key idea of these methods is to constrain 107

the model to be consistent in the neighborhood 108

of each sample in the input space. Specifically, 109

Π-Model (Laine and Aila, 2017) and UDA (Xie 110

et al., 2019b) and FixMatch (Sohn et al., 2020) di- 111

rectly add various perturbations to the input data, 112

Mean-teacher (Tarvainen and Valpola, 2017) uses a 113

teacher model to simulate sample perturbation, and 114

Virtual Adversarial Training (Miyato et al., 2018) 115

skillfully constructs an adversarial sample. More 116

recently, mixup (Zhang et al., 2018) method pro- 117

posed another kind of consistency constraint that 118

requires the input and output of the model to satisfy 119

an identical linear relationship. Based on this tech- 120

nique, many state-of-the-art methods are published, 121

e.g., ICT (Verma et al., 2019b), MixMatch (Berth- 122

elot et al., 2019b) and ReMixMatch (Berthelot 123

et al., 2019a). 124
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2.2 Semi-Supervised Text Classification125

Semi-supervised learning has gained a lot of at-126

tention in the field of text classification. Many127

recent semi-supervised text classification methods128

focus on how to adapt the existing SSL method-129

ologies to the sentence input. (Miyato et al., 2017)130

applied perturbations to word embeddings for con-131

structing adversarial and virtual adversarial train-132

ing. (Clark et al., 2018) designed auxiliary pre-133

diction modules with restricted views of the in-134

put to encourage consistency across views. With135

the development of PLMs, (Jo and Cinarel, 2019)136

performed self-training between two sets of clas-137

sifiers which are initialized differently, one with138

pre-trained word embeddings and random values139

for the other. Both (Xie et al., 2019b) and (Chen140

et al., 2020) took the pre-trained BERT to initialize141

the sentence feature extractor, where the former142

conducted consistency-regularization between the143

original sentence and its back-translation generated144

one, and the latter further introduced the manifold145

mixup (Verma et al., 2019a) into text classification.146

Although these methods may achieve decent perfor-147

mances, we believe that they haven’t fully explored148

the inherent knowledge in a PLM. Our work takes149

a step further in this direction.150

3 Inherent matching capability of a PLM151

In this section, we will demonstrate the inherent152

topic matching capability of BERT which moti-153

vates our method. Utilizing PLMs for a down-154

stream task has become common since it often155

brings a significant performance boost (Zhu et al.,156

2020; Chen et al., 2020). In the context of semi-157

supervised learning, a PLM is usually employed158

for initializing the network before performing semi-159

supervised training. However, the value of a PLM160

can go beyond a good initial model or feature ex-161

tractor. In particular, a PLM like BERT has already162

learned certain topic matching capabilities thanks163

to its pretext tasks. For example, BERT uses the164

next sentence prediction (NSP) as one of its pretext165

tasks. In this task, the network is asked to discern166

if two input sentences are two successive sentences167

in the original corpus. After training on this task,168

BERT can implicitly acquire topic matching capa-169

bility since two successive sentences in a paragraph170

usually share the same topic.171

Fig. 1 shows a concrete investigation of the in-172

herent matching capability of BERT. Following the173

NSP task, we concatenate the sentence and class174

semantic-related words Ck, e.g., “sports”, via the 175

format: “[CLS] sentence [SEP] C1 · · · Ck · · · CK 176

[SEP]”. Then we pass the input sequence to a pre- 177

trained BERT and calculate the attention value of 178

each token with respect to each class name. Specifi- 179

cally, this attention value is calculated by averaging 180

the last layer self-attention values across all heads 181

between a token and the appended word Ck . For 182

better visualization, we use different color to show 183

the class that leads to the largest attention value 184

(indicated by the color brightness). 185

From the visualization, we can see that BERT 186

can automatically match keywords corresponding 187

to the respective class names. Moreover, we find 188

that if we replace the class names with words under 189

the same topic, i.e., family → boyfriend, sports → 190

football, the words related to the ground-truth class 191

can still be attended, as shown in Fig. 1a and 1b. 192

Finally, we extract BERT last-layer’s feature cor- 193

responding to each class word Ck and average fea- 194

tures align with sentence tokens, and compare the 195

cosine similarity between them. As histograms 196

shown in Fig. 1a and 1b, we can find that the correct 197

class leads to the highest matching score, although 198

not always by a large margin. 199

4 Progressive Class-semantic Matching 200

To further strengthen the above topic match- 201

ing capability and use it for classification, we 202

propose to progressively build a sentence-class 203

matching model through the framework of semi- 204

supervised learning. Formally, we aim to 205

build a classifier from a few annotated sam- 206

ples L = {x1, x2, · · · , xnl
}, whose labels are 207

Y = {y1, y2, · · · , ynl
}, yi ∈ {1, · · · , k, · · · ,K}, 208

and a large amount of unlabeled samples U = 209

{x1, x2, · · · , xnu} (where nl ≪ nu). 210

The idea is to construct a process that can jointly 211

update three components: (1) a standard K-way 212

classifier (2) a matching classifier which matches 213

texts against class semantic representation (3) the 214

class semantic representation (CSR) itself. The up- 215

date of each component will help other components 216

and thus can iteratively bootstrap classification per- 217

formance. We call our method as Progressive Class- 218

semantic Matching (PCM). 219

4.1 Three components of PCM 220

Fig. 2 shows how we realize the three compo- 221

nents. Similar to the example in Section 3, we 222

construct the input to the BERT by concatenat- 223
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed PCM model. Lines in the same color indicate how the information travels in
our model. {Ck} denotes the set of class semantic-related words. “avg” means the average of word embeddings
within the same class. “GAP” represents the global average pooling of the input text features. “concat” is a feature
concatenate operation. We clarify the details of initializing and updating of {Ck} in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3.

ing sentence with class semantic-related words224

{Ci}, i ∈ {1, · · · , k, . . . ,K}. Considering the225

size of {Ci} may vary and the computation cost226

may increase heavily when the number of classes227

grows, we calculate an average of embeddings of228

all words belonging to the same class before pass-229

ing them to the pre-trained BERT encoder. This230

average embedding is called class semantic repre-231

sentation (CSR).232

The last layer output features corresponding to233

tokens in the input text are averaged and treat as234

the sentence representation. On top of the sentence235

representation, we build a standard K-way classi-236

fier. We implement it by a two-layer MLP and it237

will output a set of logits {osi} called semantic log-238

its and posterior probabilities {psi} after applying239

Softmax to {osi}.240

In addition to the K-way classifier, we also build241

a class-sentence matching classifier which is real-242

ized by another MLP applying to the concatenation243

between the sentence representation and the output244

features corresponding to each CSR. The output245

of this matching classifier is called matching logits246

{omi } and Sigmoid function is applied to convert it247

into the probabilistic form, denoted as {pmi }. Note248

that the matching classifier is realized in a multi-249

label formulation, that is, the summation of {pmi }250

over all classes is not necessarily equal to 1. It 251

allows the scenario that a sentence matches more 252

than one class and the case that a sentence does 253

not match any class. This design avoids the case 254

that achieving high matching probability for one 255

class merely because its matching score is higher 256

than those of other classes (but it actually with low 257

absolute matching logits for all classes). We empir- 258

ically find that using this mechanism is helpful for 259

the matching classifier (but not necessarily for the 260

K-way predictor as discussed in Section 5.2). 261

4.2 Initialization of CSR 262

The proposed PCM model requires an initial CSR, 263

i.e., the average word embedding of a set of class 264

semantic-related words, to start the iteration. Al- 265

though manually choosing a list of seed words 266

(e.g., class names) can be an ideal way for the CSR 267

initialization, it may suffer from leveraging prior 268

knowledge and leads to an unfair comparison to 269

existing SSL algorithms. An alternative approach 270

is to automatically identify a set of class semantic- 271

related words. This might be useful for the case 272

that class names in some corpora do not carry a 273

clear semantic meaning, e.g., the rating of reviews. 274

In this paper, we use the following method to 275

automatically collect the class semantic-related 276
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words: we start by fine-tuning a pre-trained BERT277

classifier on the labeled set. Then passing each278

labeled text into the fine-tuned model and calculate279

attention values for each token. The attention value280

of a token is calculated by averaging all the atten-281

tion received for this token 1. After removing stop282

words, we retain the top-j e.g., j = 75, attended283

words for each class to calculate the initial CSR.284

4.3 Update of three components285

The three components are progressively updated by286

seamlessly incorporating them into an SSL frame-287

work. In particular, our method is built upon288

UDA (Xie et al., 2019b), one of the state-of-the-art289

approaches in semi-supervised text classification.290

The idea is to first construct an augmented version291

of unlabeled data by back translation (Edunov et al.,292

2018) and then enforce the prediction to be con-293

sistent through a consistency-regularization loss294

for unlabeled data. The following describes the295

detailed updating process:296

Update of the standard K-way classifier and the297

class-sentence matching classifier: The update298

is performed on labeled and unlabeled data at the299

same time. For labeled data, both classifiers are300

updated by performing stochastic gradient descent301

with the following objective function.302

Ll =
1

nl

nl∑
j=1

K∑
i=1

−Iji log p
s
i (xj)︸ ︷︷ ︸

cross entropy (CE)

+

−Iji log p
m
i (xj)− (1− Iji ) log

(
1− pmi (xj)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
binary cross entropy (BCE)

,

(1)

303

where psi (xj) and pmi (xj) are the probabilities of304

xj belonging to class i from the view of the K-way305

classifier and the matching classifier, respectively.306

Since the matching classifier is designed in a multi-307

label style, we use binary cross-entropy loss for it.308

Iji is an indicator whose value equals to 1 if yj = i,309

and 0 otherwise.310

For unlabeled data, we follow UDA to use a311

student-teacher alike training strategy, that is, we312

first use the original sentence input xj ∈ U to313

obtain the prediction target (similar to a pseudo314

label) and then enforce the prediction of the back-315

translated version xaj of xj being close to the pre-316

diction target. Formally, if the prediction of one317

1Magnitude of the attention value indicates the importance
of this token.

unlabeled sample satisfies all the following rules, 318

the prediction target will be generated: 319
maxi

(
psi (xj)

)
>= confid1

maxi
(
pmi (xj)

)
>= confid2

argmaxi
(
psi (xj)

)
== argmaxi

(
pmi (xj)

)
(2) 320

where confid1 and confid2 are two pre-defined 321

confidence thresholds and we empirically find 322

confid1 = 0.95 and confid2 = 0.7 performs well 323

in our experiments. For the K-way classifier, the 324

pseudo prediction target is a sharpened posterior 325

probability, i.e., p̂s = Softmax(os/T ) with T ≤ 1. 326

For the matching classifier, we directly generate a 327

pseudo-label by ŷi = argmaxi p
m
i . The loss func- 328

tion for the unlabeled data is 329

Lu =
1

nu

nu∑
j=1

(
KL

(
ps(xaj ), p̂

s(xj)
)

+ BCE
(
pm(xaj ), ŷi(xj)

)) (3) 330

where KL(·, ·) denotes the KL divergence. 331

Update of CSR: The initialized CSR might not 332

be accurate or comprehensive enough to represent 333

the class semantics. Similar to the approach pro- 334

posed in Section 4.2, we use the newly updated 335

model to collect a better CSR. The collection pro- 336

cess on labeled sentences is still as described in 337

Section 4.2. While the same extraction operation 338

is performed on unlabeled texts only when they 339

satisfy the conditions in Eq. 2. We update the CSR 340

whenever the number of validation set2 samples 341

meeting conditions in Eq. 2 increases. Generally, 342

during the course of semi-supervised learning, the 343

classifiers become stronger and the selected class- 344

related words tend to become more accurate. Ta- 345

ble 3 gives an example to show the difference of 346

most attended words between initialization and af- 347

ter training. 348

5 Experimental results 349

In this section, we perform the experimental study 350

of the PCM method on four text datasets. 351

Datasets Following MixText (Chen et al., 2020), 352

we use four datasets, namely, AG News (Zhang 353

et al., 2015), DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015), 354

Yahoo! Answers (Chang et al., 2008), and 355

IMDB (Maas et al., 2011) for our experiments. We 356

use the same data splits as in MixText (Chen et al., 357

2Please note that we do not use any label information here.
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Dataset Label Type # Classes # Unlabeled # Test
AG News News Topic 4 20,000 7,600
DBpedia Wikipedia Topic 14 70,000 70,000

Yahoo! Answers QA Topic 10 50,000 60,000
IMDB Review Sentiment 2 10,000 25,000

Table 1: Statistics of four text datasets.

Dataset Method
Label Number Per Class

3 5 10 20 50

AG News

BERT-FT 76.70±4.72 79.90±2.34 83.46±2.73 84.97±1.73 87.35±0.56
UDA 78.25±7.61 82.97±2.87 86.75±0.88 86.77±0.10 88.23±0.49
MixText 81.60±9.04 85.84±1.32 85.56±2.95 87.60±0.48 88.14±0.75
PCM(ours) 84.85±0.86 87.20±0.42 88.31±0.47 88.34±0.27 88.85±0.27

DBpedia

BERT-FT 86.68±2.59 91.86±2.46 96.60±0.46 97.84±0.23 98.59±0.22
UDA 93.51±2.23 95.88±2.78 97.26±1.50 98.59±0.04 98.93±0.06
MixText 93.25±0.68 96.93±0.41 98.39±0.09 98.64±0.18 98.84±0.05
PCM(ours) 94.37±0.49 97.04±0.68 98.70±0.04 98.80±0.06 99.07±0.05

Yahoo!

BERT-FT 45.93±3.67 50.75±4.32 61.84±2.37 63.89±0.94 67.29±0.68
UDA 48.30±11.09 57.09±5.69 65.15±1.54 67.76±0.60 69.38±0.78
MixText 60.27±4.29 65.77±1.78 67.23±1.97 68.19±1.33 69.11±0.73
PCM(ours) 63.52±2.63 67.09±0.54 68.34±1.03 69.21±0.42 70.28±0.47

IMDB

BERT-FT 60.11±2.41 65.17±8.39 73.20±2.97 78.70±6.75† 83.91±1.13
UDA 63.01±1.07 71.90±10.80 89.05±1.70 90.20±0.54‡ 90.41±0.45
MixText 56.27±3.46 71.89±4.89 83.38±3.35 86.27±1.36 88.30±1.24
PCM(ours) 73.86±1.04 86.06±0.74 89.94±0.44 91.10±0.28 91.15±0.15

† Single run accuracy (81.6%) is reported in UDA (Xie et al., 2019b) for a reference. ‡ This number is reasonable on one GPU
card with 11GB memory. See experimental tutorial (Xie et al., 2019a) for details.

Table 2: Test accuracy (%) of all comparing methods on four datasets. Models are trained with 3/5/10/20/50 labeled
data per class. ± denotes the Standard Error of the Mean (S.E.M.) over three random sampled label sets. Best
results are indicated as bold.

2020). The detailed statistics of the four datasets358

are presented in Table 1.359

Implementation details Same as MixText 3, we360

use back-translation to perform data augmentation.361

Two languages, German and Russian, are chosen362

as the intermediate language. The back-translation363

texts on Yahoo! Answers are provided by Mix-364

Text, and we directly use them. For the other three365

datasets, we generate the back-translation data by366

ourselves (with Fairseq toolkit (Ott et al., 2019).4367

We use the input format “[CLS] Sentence [SEP]”368

for all the baseline methods. We empirically find369

this format leads to the overall best performance.370

Meanwhile, this format actually brings perfor-371

mance improvement to both UDA and MixText372

3https://github.com/GT-SALT/MixText
(2-clause BSD License)

4Our code will be released after the anonymity period.

methods. So we are comparing against stronger 373

baselines in our paper. 374

Due to BERT’s length limit, we only kept the 375

last 256 tokens for IMDB and the first 256 tokens 376

for the other datasets during training. We use the 377

same learning-rate setting for all methods: 5e-6 for 378

the BERT encoder and 5e-4 for the classifier (i.e., a 379

two-layer MLP with a 128 hidden size and tanh as 380

its activation function). All our experiments were 381

run on a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU and each 382

experiment takes around 5 hours. 383

Comparing methods We compare the proposed 384

PCM method with three baselines: (1) fine-tuning 385

the pre-trained BERT-based-uncased model on the 386

labeled texts directly, denote as BERT-FT. (2) Un- 387

supervised data augmentation method (UDA) (Xie 388

et al., 2019b) and (3) the recently proposed Mix- 389

Text method (Chen et al., 2020). To make a fair 390
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Figure 3: Accuracy on varying number of unlab. data.

comparison, we conduct all experiments based on391

the same codebase released by the authors of Mix-392

Text (Chen et al., 2020).393

5.1 Main results394

Table 2 presents the performance comparison of395

the proposed PCM method and other baselines on396

different datasets. From that, we can have the397

following observations. (1) By using BERT, all398

methods achieve reasonable performance. Even399

the BERT fine-tune baseline achieves good per-400

formance when there are ten samples per class.401

However, BERT fine-tune is still inferior to the402

semi-supervised approaches, especially when the403

number of training samples becomes smaller or404

the classification task becomes more challenging.405

(2) As expected, the MixText method excels UDA406

in most cases, but performs similarly when the407

number of labeled samples becomes large (e.g., 50408

labels/class). Since the proposed method could409

also be incorporated into MixText, it might be able410

to boost its performance. (3) the proposed PCM411

methods achieves significant performance improve-412

ment over UDA approaches. Please note that PCM413

is built on top of the UDA method and this per-414

formance gain indicates the effectiveness of using415

the proposed progressive training process. (4) It is416

clear that PCM can not only always outperform417

other baselines and achieve state-of-the-art text418

classification performance on all four datasets, but419

also have smaller standard error and be more420

stable. PCM performs especially well when the421

number of labeled samples becomes small. A much422

larger performance gain is observed when only423

three labeled samples are available.424

Furthermore, we compare PCM to baselines with425

10 labeled data per class and varying number of426

unlabeled ones on Yahoo! Answers dataset (range427
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Figure 4: Ablation study on the DCDL strategy in PCM.

from 10,000 to 100,000 unlabeled samples). Fig. 3 428

shows that PCM continuously benefits from more 429

unlabeled data and can be consistently superior 430

than other methods. 431

5.2 Ablation studies 432

PCM model consists of several components. In this 433

section, we perform ablation studies to examine 434

their impact. Most of these studies are performed 435

on Yahoo! Answers dataset with one identical la- 436

beled set, unless otherwise specified. 437

1. The importance of using two classifiers in 438

PCM. The proposed PCM model contains a K- 439

way classifier (i.e., ps) and a matching classifier 440

(i.e., pm), and they are jointly trained in the pro- 441

posed process. We investigate the role of them by 442

constructing a variant of PCM by only using either 443

one of them. As the results shown in Table 4, with- 444

out using the K-way classifier, the method totally 445

fails to a random guess. In contrast, only keeping 446

the K-way classifier can obtain reasonable results. 447

More interestingly, this variant actually performs 448

better than UDA on 3 and 5 label cases (see the 449

Table 2). The difference between this variant and 450

UDA is that the former appends CSR to the input 451

sequence. Its good performance shows that merely 452

appending CSR can be helpful for semi-supervised 453

text classification. Finally, we can see that using 454

both classifiers can lead to the best performance. 455

This clearly validates the necessity of the proposed 456

joint learning process. 457

2. If using the dual-classifier-dual-loss is the key 458

to success? In our method, we utilize a slightly 459

unconventional dual-classifier-dual-loss strategy 460

(DCDL): the pseudo-labels are generated by check- 461

ing the agreement of the two classifiers, and two 462

losses, i.e., BCE and CE, are used for training those 463

two classifiers. One may suspect that our good per- 464
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Initial bush, car, bomb, killed, chancellor, black, moscow, inter, leftlist, putin, story, presidential, texas, president, campaign,
documents, ap, unearthed, caracas, ...

Final iraq, president, iraqi, government, baghdad, military, palestinian, security, nuclear, prime, minister, country, israeli,
leader, war, peace, gaza, iran, israel, troops, ...

Table 3: The class semantic-related word lists on class “world” of AG News dataset. The top row is the initial class
semantic-related words obtained from fine-tuned BERT, while the bottom one is the final class semantic-related
words after PCM training with upper initial words. All models are trained on the 3 labels per class case.

ps pm
Label Number Per Class

3 5 10 20 50
✗ ✓ 10.01 10.45 10.01 10.21 10.05
✓ ✗ 49.51 65.32 65.70 67.88 68.43
✓ ✓ 63.52 67.09 68.34 69.21 70.28

Table 4: Ablation study on the importance of two classi-
fiers of the proposed PCM model.

update CSR Label Number Per Class

3 5 10 20 50
✗ 39.49 66.04 66.41 67.09 68.85
✓ 63.52 67.09 68.34 69.21 70.28

Table 5: Ablation study on the importance of updating
the CSR during training of PCM.

formance actually stems from this DCDL scheme465

rather than leveraging BERT’s matching capability.466

To investigate this problem, we conduct an ablation467

study by modifying UDA with this strategy. Specif-468

ically, we use two classifiers, one trained from the469

BCE loss and the other one trained from the CE470

loss. The pseudo-prediction targets are generated471

by following the same strategy as in PCM. The472

result is shown in Fig. 4. As seen, simply incor-473

porating this training strategy does not necessarily474

bring better classification accuracy. This result pro-475

vides evidence that the PCM’s good performance476

can not be simply attributed to the DCDL strategy.477

3. The prediction quality of the K-way classifier478

and the matching classifier. In our PCM model,479

the K-way classifier is chosen for the final testing480

phase. We further validate the quality of the match-481

ing classifier. As the results presented in Fig. 5, the482

matching classifier gains comparable performance483

to the K-way one. This proves that the collabora-484

tive training of two classifiers bootstraps each other485

to have good prediction capability.486

4. The impact of updating CSR. Our PCM487

method dynamically updates the CSR through the488

training process. In this part, we investigate the489

impact of this updating process. Table 5 compares490

the results obtained by updating or not updating491

CSR. As seen, updating CSR leads to overall better492
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Figure 5: Ablation study on classifier quality of PCM.

performance. The difference becomes quite signifi- 493

cant when only three labeled samples are used. For 494

example, PCM may fail when the class semantic 495

representation is fixed in the 3-label case. 496

6 Limitations and Potential Risks 497

One underlying assumption about our findings is 498

that we mainly consider BERT-style pre-trained 499

language models for semi-supervised text classifi- 500

cation. The utilization of inherent knowledge of 501

other language models (e.g., GPT (Radford et al., 502

2018) and XLNet (Yang et al., 2019b)) are not ex- 503

plored in this paper and is left for future work. 504

PCM algorithm has been verified to be effective- 505

ness on texts in English, whether other languages 506

can achieve the same performance improvement is 507

at risk and will be explored in the future. 508

7 Conclusion 509

In this paper, we proposed a semi-supervised text 510

classification approach by leveraging the inherent 511

topic matching capability in pre-trained language 512

models. The method progressively updates three 513

components, a K-way classifier, the class seman- 514

tic representation, and a matching classifier that 515

matches input text against the class semantic repre- 516

sentation. We show that the updating of the three 517

components can benefit each other and achieve su- 518

perior semi-supervised learning performance. 519
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